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Abstract 
In this paper some specifics and some generalities on the subject of memory organization for future large processors are discussed. We 
briefly review the current hierarchy and discuss technological and economic changes which are expected to occur in the near future. Using 
simple models, we show how the impact of these changes will be felt and explain that the memory hierarchy will become an increasingly 
importarit part of future computers. We show that a need is developing for understanding the memory organization in a "Systems" sense, 
and we draw upon theories of organization and hierarchies to elaborate upon the issues and to gain insight. 

l. Introduction 
In this paper we discuss some specifics and some generalities on the 
subject of memory organization for future large processors. Most 
large computers are at present centralized in that the central 
processing unit ( CPU) controls the whole machine. In .. these 
systems the primary role of the memory hierarchy is to stage data to 
the CPU. 
We wish to place the memory into a functional perspective. To do 
so, we begin by briefly reviewing the current hierarchy and 
discussing technological and economic changes which are ex
pected to occur in the near future. These developments will of 
course affect the memory hierarchy. In Section 2 we show how the 
impact of new constraints and faster CPU's will be felt. Simple 
models are used to highlight new problems which will arise and to 
explain the fact that the memory hierarchy will become an in
creasingly important part of future computers. It is shown that a 
need is developing to understand the memory organization in a 
"Systems" sense. We discuss these aspects of the memory in 
Section 3 and we draw upon theories of organization and 
hierarchies to elaborate upon the issues and to gain insight An 
important issue is the decentralizatfon of the intelligence of the 
CPU. 

I.I. Current Memory Hierarchies 

The main role of the memory is to provide the CPU with 
instructions and data. For economic reasons the memory is imple
mented as levels in an hierarchy: the aim is to provide a memory 
which will appear to the CPU as ifit had the speed ofits fastest level 
with the size of its slowest. In Figure 1 we show the hierarchy levels 
and their approximate sizes and speeds in current large machines 
(the numbers shown are for machines such as the IBM 3033). In 
the CPU itself there are registers; next is the cache, which is 
transparent to the software - cache "lines" are brought from the 
next level, main memory. Then come the disks (we include among 
these other direct access storage devices, such as drums) from 
where the main memory receives its "pages". This takes several 
orders of magnitude longer than the few machine cycles penalty for 
a cache line miss, so while the page is being fetched the CPU begins 
executing another task. The number of tasks needed to keep the 
CPU busy is the multiprogramming level (MPL). Finally there is a 
mass storage medium ( e.g. magnetic tape or other). In this paper we 
do not explicitly consider the CPU registers, which are really part 
of the CPU, or the final level, the mass store. 

CPU cycle~60ns 

Cache 32K bytes, 2 cycles 

Main Memory 8MB, 5-10 cycles 

Disk 35-50ms 

Mass Store 

FIGURE I 

The hierarchical implementation of memory works because of a 
property of locality that exhibits itself in many forms in program 
behaviour. Thus, when a required memory reference is not found in 
one level of the hierarchy, a larger block of code ( a line, page, etc.) 
is staged into that level from higher levels. 
Numerous design problems are associated with the memory 
hierarchy. These are both of an economic nature - how large and 
how fast each level should be - and of an algorithmic nature -
when to stage in data, how to store it, and when to evict it. Some 
recent references are [ 4,8]. We do not wish to discuss these design 
issues in detail here, but rather to focus upon new trends and how 
they will affect the memory hierarchy. 
Note that the implementation shown in Fig. 1 is largely 
"centralized" in that the CPU provides the mechanisms whereby 
data is staged. We shall refer to this as the "classical" hierarchy. 

1.2 Technological and Economic Trends 

Computer technologies are currently advancing at a tremendous 
rate. These technologies promise many benefits such as faster 
processors, faster memories and new memory devices. At the same 
time both the engineering constraints and the economics are 
changing. 
We outline here some technological and economic trends that 
appear to affect memory designs most strongly. The reader is 
referred to [ 1,6] for details of these developments. 
With VLSI, greatly improved speeds will be possible. Improve
ments will be seen both in the speeds of logic and in the speeds of 



semiconductor memories. In addition there will be substantial 
reductions in cost. Logical functions will become much cheaper to 
implement, and improved CPU designs will be possible. On the 
other hand new constraints are appearing. Costs will be detennined 
by the number of chips and not by the number of circuits. There will 
be limitations on the number of pins per chip and communication 
delays between chips will increase. New problems will be created 
by packaging and heating constraints. 
Changes will also be seen in the memory devices themselves. New 
memory technologies are already appearing - examples are 
CCD's, Bubbles, EBAM and many others. Improved speeds are 
possible and again there are new economic criteria. An immediate 
question is that of where in the memory hierarchy these new 
devices might best be used. 
In some areas advances are relatively slow. Access times to 
electromechanical disks are not dec\-easing since large improve
ments in rotational speeds do not appear to be possible. To reduce 
the cost/bit rates of storage on disks, higher track densities are 
appearing. 
In the following sections we shall discuss the implications of these 
trends for the memory organization. It will be seen that the 
importance of the processing resource is diminishing, while 
problems of communication are increasing. Wire and path delays 
and the importance of physical distance will imply the growing 
need to optimize the use of the memory resource. 

2. Performance of the Classical Memory 
Hierarchy 
In discussing the memory organization of future processors we 
focus mainly upon pe1fonnance. In this section we discuss the 
classical hierarchy, shown in Fig. 1. This is a centralized 
implementation, and its perfonnance can be measured in tenns of 
effects upon the CPU. We thus begin with the perfonnance of the 
CPU and develop outwards to discuss the main memory and other 
system effects. Our aim is to investigate the effects of the 
technological changes which are appearing. Our method is to use 
very simple models: although major assumptions are made, the 
models focus upon important parameters and allow us easily to 
grasp the most important principles. 

2.1 Performance of the CPU 

One measure of the speed of the CPU is the well known quantity 
"MIPS" millions of instructions per second. This notion has 
some important limitations; however, MIPS is an easily under
stood quantity and permits a simplicity of exposition. So we retain 
the essential concept, yet adapt it to make a few points. 
The speed at which a CPU can be driven depends upon the 
organization of the memory which is attached to it. To study this 
relationship, let us define the raw speed of the CPU - which is 
independent of the memory - as: 

IMIPS = Infinite cache MIPS. 
This MIPS rate would be obtained in the ideal case in which the 
processor had an infinite cache. There would then never be a need 
to access main memory, and no access penalties would be incurred. 
IMIPS can be expressed in tenns of some fundamental parameters. 
Let r be the cycle time of the CPU in nanoseconds, k be the average 
rate of cycles/instruction (with an infinite cache). 
Then: 

IMIPS = 1000/1•k 

IMIPS can be increased by reducing either y or k. Improvements in 
y are obtained when faster technologies are used. If, for example, a 
current machine were directly mapped into a faster technology, so 
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that all switching and logic delays were made proportionally 
smaller, then y would decrease. A reduction ink can be obtained by 
CPU design improvements. For example, by taking advantage of 
cheaper logic, pipelining or concurrency can be increased, and the 
instruction and execution units can be streamlined to yield lower 
cycle/instruction rates. 

2.2. Performance of Main Memory 

In reality the cache is finite and a main memory supports it. A 
notion of "finite cache MIPS" FMIPS - shows how the raw 
performance of the CPU is affected by main memory. 
Let there be. on average, r memory references per instruction. m 
cache misses per reference. p cycles penalty for each cache miss. 
A penalty is incurred by the CPU for each fetch reference that 
misses from the cache: the CPU loses some ofits processing power. 
For simolicitv one can imagine the CPU a;, stopping when a fetch 
reference misses, and remaining idle until the line appears in the 
cache. In this case, p is a sum of path delays, of queuing delays for 
the required busses and the memory mcxiule, and of a memory 
access time. In actuality, the delay p also depends upon prefetching 
mechanisms and upon the pipelined organization of the CPU. 
Using the parameters above, the average penalty due to cache 
misses is rmp cycles per instruction. Hence, the new cycle/ 
instruction rate is k+rmp, and we can define the finite-cache MIPS 
as: 

FMIPS = 1000/y(k+rmp) 

To fix ideas, typical values for the parameters might be: 

y = 60ns 
k = 3.2 cycles/instruction 
r = 1.8 references/instruction 
m= .03 
p= 10 cycles 

(1) 

(2) 

Note that our notion of FMIPS corresponds to the usual tenn 
MIPS. Having expressed IMIPS and FMIPS in tenns of basic 
parameters we can investigate some future implications for the 
memory hierarchy. What happens, for example, when y and k are 
reduced by technological and design improvements? 
Consider the cache miss ratio, m. Current processors have large 
caches and increasing the cache size would yield only minor 
improvements in m. With improved CPU designs we might expect 
the reference rate r to grow; for example, by prefetching additional 
instructions down unresolved branches, operations might be 
streamlined. Possibly even more important, however, is the fact 
that the path delay included in p will remain high: limitations on the 
number of pins will restrict bandwidth, and communication delays 
incurred when signals are sent off chip and across boards will be 
large. 
For simplicity, let us assume first that the product rmp will remain 
at its current value, and consider the fraction of usable IMIPS; 

FMIPS/IMIPS = k/(k+nnp) (3) 
This fraction is independent of y, the cycle time: changes in 
technology only should not affect the fraction of usable IMIPS. 
But, by improving the CPU design (a reduction ink) this fraction 
will decrease. For the numbers shown previously, nnp =.54; only 
.85 of the IMIPS are actually used. When k = 1.5 it is .73, and 
when k = 1 the fraction of usable IMIPS is only .65. Thus, 
improvements in k will have decreasing returns. 
Expressed another way, by differentiating ( 3), it is seen that the rate 
of decrease of FMIPS/IMIPS with respect to k is inversely 
proportional to the square of the IMIPS. 
In addition, note that from ( l) ve have that FMIPS becomes more 
sensitive to the access time of main memory as k decreases. 



Because of this sensitivity to the access time, an extremely fast 
memory will be needed. For example, if the CPU cycle is 15 ns and 
the access time is 5 cycles, a memory access of 75ns is required. 
With k = 1.5, if the memory access is now increased to 90ns, there 
will be a loss in FMIPS of over 3%. Despite the fact that memory 
costs are decreasing, memories of this speed will still be expensive, 
and the cost of main memory will still be high. 
We have discussed here only a simple design in which the CPU is 
idle during cache faults, and we have motivated an argument for 
rmp to remain constant. It may indeed be possible to reduce rmp. 
For example, one might prefetch cache lines in early anticipated 
use, but this could potentially create bottlenecks on the bus or force 
useful information from the cache. There are complex inter
relationships among even the simple parameters we have intro
duced, and unravelling them remains an interesting research 
project. 

2.3. System Effects 

The development ofFMIPS in the last section tacitly assumed that 
main memory was infinite. When a finite main memory is con
sidered, performance is a more complex issue. In order for the 
memory to function effectively, additional overheads are incurred. 
In this section we discuss these overheads and their effect upon the 
system; the effects are measured primarily in terms of throughput 
(transactions executed per second) and multiprogramming level. It 
is necessary too to study disks and the contention for them, and to 
introduce another gross measure of performance - transaction 
response time. 

(!) Transactions and throughput 

Let us imagine an "average" transaction in a multiprogrammed 
timesharing environment. This average transaction is comprised of 
T instructions. In order to execute them, a data set of P pages must 
be paged in from main memory. At the completion of the 
transaction these P pages have to be paged out again. During the 
execution of the transaction, additional pages are referenced- we 
assume that there are M such pages read or written to or from 
backing store. 
Software overheads are incurred in the paging process: additional 
instruction paths are required for example to allocate memory, to 
set up the disk or 1/0 devices, to search for the records, to schedule 
the transactions, etc. Let us assume that there are S instructions 
needed initially to swap the P pages in and out of memory. At each 
of the M page faults we .assume Q instructions overhead - this 
includes also a was~e due to extra cache faults since the contents 
of the cache become obsolete. 

Typical values for these parameters might be: 
T = 1 million instructions 
P = 20 pages, 4K bytes each 
M = 50 page faults - reads or writes (4) 
S = 100 000 instructions 
Q = 6000 instructions 

For each transaction, T+S+MQ instructions are executed. Of 
these, only T are devoted to real, constructive work. We can refu 
to: 

TMIPS = (T/T+S+MQ)FMIPS 

as "throughput MIPS". The user, requiring T instructions to be 
executed, sees only these TMIPS. Using (4), this is only .7 of the 
FMIPS. 
One can now see how the memory hierarchy causes a loss in CPU 
performance. Using FMIPS/TMIPS = .7, less than 50% of the 

. CPU performance is devoted to constructive work. 
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The relationship between TMIPS and throughput is simple; if the 
CPU is running at a utilization of u, then its throughput is: 

uXFMIPSX I 06 /(T +s+ MQ) trans/sec. 

(ii) Disks and contention 

The performance of the disks and their effect upon the system is 
more complex than is indicated by TMIPS. The disks and the data 
paths to them are limited resources that must be allocated to the 
page-fault requests. One can think of the resources as being 
queuing servers; the requests queue up, awaiting their tum for 
service [9]. 
If we consider a disk arm as a single queue under the usual 
simplifying assumptions [3], the average "reaction time", R, of the 
disk - the time from the page fault request until the disk has 
responded with the required information and the task is available 
for continued service at the CPU - is given by: 

R = L/(1-p), 

where p is the utilization of the disk arm and L is its average busy 
time for each request. That the reaction time is important will be 
seen soon: it directly affects the MPL and it is the major component 
of transaction response time. 
Contention for the disk arm appears in the fact that the server 
becomes highly utilized. As p increases to 1, queuing delays 
become large and R grows without bound. Typically, p is kept to 
below 30% for all arms; R is usually in the range 30-50ms. 
Returning, now, to our storage system, what directions will future 
performance take? The actual disk service time, L, is dominated by 
the mechanical rotation speed of the device, and, as we have 
remarked, has limited potential for improvement. Most current 
developments in disk technology are in the area of storage density 
(bits per unit area). However, increasing the storage density- with 
fixed total capacity - merely increases the request rate to each 
disk arm and hence its utilization. 
As FMIPS increases, the total disk request rate will increase by 
approximately the same factor. Since service times are not 
increasing, at least the same increase in the number of disk arms 
will be needed. Of course, the bandwidth to the disk system, being 
another potential bottleneck, will also have to be increased. 
It can be remarked finally that data bases are growing at a very 
rapid rate, and very large numbers of disks will be required in the 
future. Since the processors themselves are becoming cheaper, a 
very large portion of total hardware cost will be devoted to the disk 
system. 

(iii) The multiprogramming level 

Having discussed the disks and their reaction time, we return to 
study their effect upon system performance. To first order, the 
average time between disk requests is: 

(T+S+MQ)/uXMXFMIPSXl 000 milliseconds 

The multiprogramming level, MPL, will be approximately: 

MPL=RXFM1PSXMX1000/(T+S+MQ)Xu (5) 

Taking the nominal parameters in (3) and u = .8, we have that 
MPIF 1. 6XFMIPS. In point of fact, this argument is gross and the 
approximation (5) underestimates the MPL. It holds reasonably 
well for u:.S:.8. But, when u is higher, queueing effects play an 
important role. A more accurate feel for system effects is obtained 
from the well known central server queueing model [5]. Before 
doing this we make some easy observations. 
For fixed transaction parameters, (5) shows that the product 
RXFMIPS approximately determines the MPL. Since R will 
reduce only very slightly in future systems, an increase in FMIPS 



will increase the MPL by the same factor. What effect will this 
have? 
First note that in order to avoid increasing the high page-swap 
overheads, the main memory must hold the currently active pages 
of all transactions that have been admitted to the MPL. One rule of 
thumb might be: 

Size of Main Memory=a+bXMPL, I 
where a and b are constants. For example, if a= 2MB and _b = 
.5MB, with MPL = 8, a main memory size of 6MB is reqwred. 
But, if MPL = 100, a memory of over 50MB is needed - an 
expensive proposition for sure. 
Second, we have been assuming that the software overheads, S and 
Q, are constant. Their values, however, depend upon the MPL and 
increase with the scheduling overheads, the management of 
memory, the searching of queues, etc. Typically, the software effort 
required to perform these tasks well grows very fast with the size of 
the problems. While this would tend to stabilize the MPL in (5), 
there would be a large wastage of TMIPS, and a decline in 
throughput. 

The next section indicates an approach for reducing MPL in future 

requirements. At the same time, the response time of the average 
transaction improves. 
Note that, even in the case when a bulk memory is provided, 
response time is mainly determined by the disk reaction time: the 
bulk memory access contributes only a small fraction. Hence the 
MPL too is mainly determined by disk reaction time. Thus the miss 
ratio b crucially affects system performance. The bulk memory 
access time is less important; this implies that a large, though slow, 
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2.4. A Bulk Memory 

The growing need for a large main memory, high MPL and a large 
number of disk arms has arisen because of the widening gap 
between the speeds of the main memory and disk. These require
ments can be avoided if a new level of memory - which we shall 
refer to as the "bulk memory" - is inserted in the storage hierarchy 
between the main memory and disk. 
Logically, there is no difficulty with an additional level in the 
storage hierarchy: requests that miss from main memory will, with 
a probability 8, say, be found in the bulk store; with probability 
( 1-6) a block of data will have to be staged in from disk. A number 
of technologies are available for the bulk store eg. CCDs, bubbles 
or EBAM; they have access times for a 4K page lying in the range 
of200µs to lms. With regard implementation, numerous options 
are available, and some brief comments are made below. First, we 
motivate the need for a bulk memory from a performance 
viewpoint 
We have used a central server model [5] with parameters as 
described in the preceding sections to study performance in greater 
detail. The model provides the queueing delays, utilization of the 
devices, throughput etc. for various MPLs. It also provides the 
response time of the average transaction - this is comprised of its 
execution time at the CPU, the sum ofits disk reaction times and its 
queueing delays for CPU service. In Figure 2 the relationship 
between response time and throughput has been plotted for a CPU 
with FMIPS = 50 and a bulk memory with access time of 800µs 
fora4Kpage. Shown are the cases withamissratioof b= 14 and Ys 
- a 16K block is assumed to be transferred between disk and bulk 
store - and the case with no bulk store. In each case the MPL is 
shown at various throughput values; as the MPL and throughput 
increase, the CPU becomes more utilized until no higher through
put can be achieved. Included here is a submodel of channels and 
disk arms. If the number of disk arms required to support the 50 
FMIPS system with no bulk memory is lX, then the number of 
disk arms required to support the system at 8 = .125 and 8 = .25 is 
.3X and .4X respectively. 
Fig. 2 shows clearly that a bulk memory provides performance in 
two ways. First, fewer accesses are made to disk, thus reducing arm 
contention. Second, the average reaction time R for a miss from 
main memory is reduced. This lowers the MPL and main memory 
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bulk memory would be preferable to a smaller, though faster one. 
Numerous options are available for the implementation of a bulk 
store. For example, it could be viewed architecturally as an 
extension to main memory, as a large drum replacement, orit could 
be a transparent buffer to disk, residing in the control unit, say. 
There may be advantages to having the bulk memory explicitly 
managed by the software. The bulk memory could be managed 
either synchronously ( where the CPU waits idly upon a page fault) 
or asynchronously ( where the CPU begins processing another task 
at a page fault). Many questions remain and we refer the reader to 
[8] for a list of them. 

3. On the Organization of Memories 
In the last section we described the performance of classical 
centralized hierarchies for large processors. In this section we 
discuss the implications of our observations for future memory 
organizations. We briefly indicate, at a very general level, some 
new problems which will arise and potential areas for future 
research. 

We have seen that 
( 1) logical function - ie. intelligence - is becoming cheap, 
(2) the memory hierarchy will comprise an increasingly high 

proportion of total system cost, and 
(3) memory management, when performed by an expensive 

general-purpose CPU, is becoming increasingly time con
suming. 

A first implication of these observations is that the memory 
organization is becoming very important in system design: the 
memory, rather than the CPU, is the resource whose use will have 
to be optimized. To replace the loss in CPU performance implied 
by (3), multiprocessor systems are appearing. Here, two or more 
CPUs share at least part of the same memory hierarchy. 
A second implication is the fact that the CPU could be assisted in 
some of its management chores by specialized processors. Being 
specialized, these should be cheap and cost-effective. This trend is 
already being felt in large computers. For example, l/0 processors 
now provide, asynchronously, much of the function that used to be 
provided by the CPU. However, they are still very closely 
monitored by the CPU and could become even more independent. 



Other functions such as memory control, data staging, resource 
scheduling, network communication and accounting could also be 
offloaded to specialized processors. 
What we are observing, then, is the developing need to distribute 
processing in the memory hierarchy. Numerous authors have 
observed this - see for example [ 2]. (The need for distribution can 
be motivated by phenomena other than performance: for reliability~ 
and growth potential there should be parallelism and modularity 
within the memory organization.) 
Of course, many difficulties are associated with the distribution of 
intelligence. There are two fundamental design problems. The first 
is one of how to decentralize. This involves deciding which 
functions of the CPU are suitable candidates for offloading and 
what sort of processors should execute them. The second, possibly 
harder, problem is one of communication and control. The various 
components must receive their orders from one another and must 
know something of what the others are doing in order to make 
informed decisions. So, with which processors, and by what 
process should they communicate? It must be ensured that the 
system as a whole, while cooperating, is suitably controlled. Th~, 

· sophisticated storage controllers will have to manage commuru
cation links. In this interconnecting system, what should the 
switches and distributed message systems look like? The diffi
culties with communication overheads and with sharing that 
appear in current MP designs only hint at the problems. 
Computer designers have little experience in the subject . of 
decentralization and control. The questions of how to decentralize 
and of how and what to communicate are relevant also to organi
zations that exist in a variety of other disciplines, and we might 
hope to draw upon the experiences of others. Towards this end, let 
us briefly apply a formal approach to the understanding of 
organizations which has been taken by Simon [7]. 
Simon defines an "organization" as an assemblage of interacting 
components that deals in an organized way with its environment A 
particularly interesting class of organizations is that of 
"hierarchies" - these are comprised of interrelated subsystems, 
each of which is in turn hierarchic in nature. Thus, in an hierarchy 
there are successive sets of subsystems, with a relationship of 
subordination and possibly varying "degrees of interaction". 
Two views of the memory organization will clarify these definitions. 
Consider the "memory hierarchy" discussed in Section 2. A 
conceptual simplicity resulted when we considered the following 
successive sets of subsystems: 

{CPU), !Cache, CPU), !Main memory, Cache, CPU), 
{Disk, Main memory, Cache, CPU) 

In what follows we shall, however, be more interested in a second 
view of the hierarchy, one which emphasizes aspects of control. 
Present machines have the following structure: 

FIGURE 3 

Each of the CPU, cache, main memory, channel and disk is itself a 
subsystem. The diagram indicates that the relationship between the 
CPU and the cache is more intense than that between the CPU and 
Main Memory or between the CPU and the 1/0 processor. 
Given these views of the organization, Simon [7] makes some 
interesting qualitative statements about hierarchic organizations. 
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Based upon empirical and theoretical grounds he has convincingly 
argued the following. 
General organizations evolve most rapidly from simpler systems if 
there are "stable intermediate forms". The resulting organization 
will then be hierarchic. Thus we can expect that future decen
tralized organizations of memory will still be hierarchic. As they 
evolve over time, intermediate forms ( as in the diagram above) will 
be stable - ie. will function satisfactorily in their own right 
One can distinguish between the internal dynamics of the sub
systems and the external dynamics among subsystems. In hier
archies, the internal dynamics are of high frequency, whereas the 
external dynamics are of low frequency. For instance, the internal 
dynamics of the CPU and the 1/0 processor are of different orders 
of magnitude from the dynamics of their interactions. 
Hierarchies, then, are decomposable - the interaction ( or commu
nication) between subsystems is weak. It can be derived that the 
short-run behaviour of each of the components of these systems is 
approximately independent of the short-run behaviour of other 
subsystems. In the long run, the behaviour of any one component 
depends only in an aggregate way on the behaviour of other 
components. This decomposability of hierarchies greatly simplifies 
the task of understanding and analysing their behaviour. 
In order to achieve high dynamics, the subsystems must specialize 
in specific functions. The communication ( or interaction) between 
subsystems will be low if the functions they execute are repetitive 
and predictable. Communications should be standardized; in 
computers, buffers play an important role in permitting these 
interactions. Because there are limits to the simultaneous inter
action oflarge numbers of subsystems, there is a limit to the number 
of subsystems into which a particular component can be par
titioned. Contention for resources ( such as memory modules and 
data paths) will restrict the communication between components. 
So, once again, we have that problems of communication and inter
connection will be of major importance. These problems of 
organizational management, rather than those of optimization of 
pure horsepower, are notoriously hard to formulate. The b~ef 
comments made in this section indicate some desirable properties 
of an organizational structure and a few of the phenomena that 
affect it 

4. Conclusion 
We have discussed some aspects of memory hierarchies for large 
machines and have argued the likely directions that future develop
ments will take. Using very simple techniques we have analysed 
the performance of the levels of the hierarchy and how this per
formance is affected by various parameters and design decisions. 
We have seen that the memory is becoming an increasingly 
expensive resource and that a larger effort will be required to 
manage and support it New understanding of the organization of 
memory, and of topics such as its decentralization and control, will 
have to be developed. 
Of course, there remain many topics that we have barely, if at all, 
discussed. For example, important issues are the sizes of the 
memory levels, methods for managing them, and questions on 
addressability, reliability and volatility. In an attempt to make 
some _general comments we have avoided a host of important 
details. 
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